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Name of project, organisation and CCF number
Project name: LED Energy Community project
Project No.: CCF – 4785
Tighean Innse Gall
41a Point Street
Stornoway
Isle of Lewis
HS1 2XF
t: 01851 706121
w: http://www.tighean.co.uk
Starting Point
In 2014 the energy advice section of Tighean Innse Gall (TIG) published a fuel poverty
report showing that 71% of residents in the Western Isles are living in fuel poverty. Along
with incomes, fuel bills and energy efficiency the Western Isles has added elements such as
the high population of older people, and many low-income families. Insulating these homes,
to stop them leaking heat, converting to LED lighting are some of the quickest and cheapest
ways to fight climate change.
The aim of this project was to create an LED Energy Community reducing carbon emissions
across the Point & Sandwick area on the Isle of Lewis. We did this through a joint
partnership of TIG and PSDT providing a bi-lingual service visiting householders, in the area,
which involved:
- Providing householders with the information and knowledge that will help them
reduce their current carbon emissions and also look at helping to create a low carbon
future
- Encouraging householders to save energy and reduce carbon emissions through
behavioural change
- Advising and educating residents on how to save money on their fuel bills
- Helping to reduce the high level of fuel poverty
- Undertaking Energy Performance Certificates (EPCs) in as many properties as
possible
- Install energy saving measures, where applicable, to the property type (funded
through current government schemes such as HEEPS:ABS)
The home visit advice to residents included:
- Assisting the client with energy efficiency advice
- Removing incandescent bulbs and switching to LED
- Tariff advice and switching providers
- Billing enquiries
- Advice on carbon reduction
- Programmer and controls settings
- Income maximisation through benefits checks
- Grants for measures available at that time
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-

Renewables and provision of new technology

The home visit also enables the project manager to advise on behavioural change,
educating the householders on reducing their carbon emission through basic tasks such as
reducing time watching television, water saving shower heads, switching lights off, draught
proofing, turning thermostats down and carbon saving cooking tips i.e using slow cooker
instead of oven.
The home visit then lead to referrals to other agencies such as:
- Insulation installer
- Care and Repair
- CAB
- NHS
- Home Energy Scotland
From these home visits the project will install 40 energy efficiency measures. Each one of
these home visits received LED light bulbs throughout the property which was funded by
PSDT.
In addition to the home visit there was promotional events held throughout the course of the
project giving talks to over 60s, school groups, the use of social media and attendance at a
variety of community events. The project created a databank of the properties visited and
how they used energy, ensuring future work and projects may be carried out through any
future funding.
With the ambitions of the TIG and PSDT board, this project will be a starting point for much
carbon saving and fuel poverty projects in the future, leaving a legacy from which to build on
and learn from.
PSDT have undertaken a community consultation where a total of 36 community
organisations responded to the consultation and 101 people attended the public meetings.
908 individuals returned either a postal or an online questionnaire from the electorate of
2,396, a response rate of 38%.
There was overwhelming support for fuel poverty projects as the question below
demonstrates:
Reducing fuel poverty and increasing energy efficiency in Point and Sandwick?
900
800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100

98.20%

1.40%

Yes

No

0.40%

0
Indeterminate
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The table showing a strong support of 98.2% from the community.
TIG met with community members on a number of occasions, initially for PSDT to show TIG
the results of the consultation and to look at the best way forward. The members of the
community decided that a home visit service was essential as P&S have an elderly
community and going to see people in their homes, rather than advice over the phone, was
the only way they saw it working. A presentation was done, to members of the community,
to get feedback, which again show overwhelming support for the project. The community
were central to the development of the project and believed that delivering energy efficiency
advice, within the community and in individual homes is seen as their main goal.
PSDT have also installed a number of turbines and through this there have been discussions
regarding carbon reduction and energy efficiency. This has increased the awareness of
people within the community and in turn also increased the involvement, as they are seeing
development within the community.
TIG’s 2014 fuel poverty report showed that 71% of householders are in fuel poverty in the
Western Isles. If this wasn’t worrying enough, a new category had to be developed showing
that 11% of householders are spending more than 30% of their income of fuel. The report
also showed that the Point and Sandwick area faces between 64-74% of fuel poverty which
is a cause for concern for the community and was a starting point for discussions.
The community was central to the involvement and the development of the project. This
gave people a chance to have an input into the development of the project and therefore
generate ways to progress the project.
Reduction in CO2 emission by around 2,805 tonnes (lifetime) by installing 40 energy
efficiency measures, in homes, within the areas, including room in roof, internal wall
and loft insulation etc.
Point and Sandwick Development Trust have over 1,000 homes, the majority of these will be
large, old, detached homes (the Western Isles has the highest rate of detached homes at
63%).
From a recent study undertaken by TIG, one of the questions asks was the householders
estimated annual consumption of electric, the average of this was 7,877kwh. However, if the
property was all electric this would be substantially higher. This was only for electric though
and 48% of homes have oil central heating in addition to their energy consumption and on
average a house in the Western Isles will use around 2,000litres of oil which converts into
19,642 kWh of electric. We estimate the base energy consumption to be around 22,000kwh.
Due to the types of varied homes in the islands it is hard to get a baseline of energy use.
However, from the TIG report is shows that over 42% of homes are paying over £2,000 per
annum.
Home energy visits will be undertaken to survey 140 homes, filling in a questionnaire
identifying homes which could be eligible for energy efficiency measures.
Following on from a home visit an Energy Performance Certificate would be completed and
referred back to the insulation section of Tighean Innse Gall.
If eligible, the energy efficiency measure would be installed by local contractors.
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Through the databank we will collate all the information from the initial home visit, we will
also gather all the EPC’s and keep this information within the databank as well.
Where possible we will also visit the property before the insulation is installed and also after
to look at their bills and the difference that this has made.

Saving 10.5tonnes of carbon through behavioural change.
An easy measure such as draught proofing can save on average around 130kg. From the
fuel poverty report 62% of homes are struggling to heating their homes and something as
basic as draught proofing could make a difference.
During home visits, the project officer will advise on behavioural change, providing the client
with information about what could be done.
Return to client to see what changes have occurred.
Community Outcome(s)
Reduce fuel poverty in 100 homes through energy home visits.
The recent study published by Tighean Innse Gall shows that 71% of homes within the
Western Isles are facing fuel poverty. This report also shows that between 64-74% of
homes within the Point and Sandwich area are in fuel poverty (see map within report
attached). Providing these homes with the advice and support they need is vitally important.
Home energy visit will be undertaken to survey 140 homes, filling in a questionnaire asking a
number of questions to identify the support required for the householder.
After the home visit the project officer will also refer the householder to all other support
agency such as the Citizen Advice Bureau for an entitlement check.
The initial questionnaire will ask for levels of income in the property and fuel spend to identify
the level of fuel poverty.
We will also contact the householder again to see if they have reduced their fuel bills.

Reduce lighting costs by 20% in 140 homes within the trust area through delivery of
LED lights to all home receiving a home visit.
Due to the long, dark days we have in the winter, in the Western Isles, lighting can be a
major contribution to a house’s electricity bill. Also with the high level of elderly residents
who will still be using the older high wattage, incandescent bulb, reducing them to 5-6watt
bulbs will make a substantial carbon saving.
During the home visit LED light bulbs will be installed in the homes (funded through PSDT),
therefore looking to replace between 8-10 bulbs in all 140 homes that receive a home visit.


We will get back to a number of homes to see the benefits of the lights and to see if
they have noticed a difference in their electricity bill.
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Informing 200 people within the community about energy efficiency and carbon
saving, thus resulting in a CO₂ decrease. Householders will receive information that
they can take home with them and utilise it to reduce carbon emissions.
With 71% of homes in the Western Isles in fuel poverty, education and awareness raising is
essential in helping to alleviate this extremely worrying statistic.
Providing 8 presentations to community groups, organisations, schools and others
throughout the trust area.
Develop 10 case studies that will be used to raise awareness of the project.
Creating awareness raising material such as leaflets.
5 press releases throughout the year and posting 30 times on social media.
Responses from press releases and social media posting.

Referring 30 clients onto Home Energy Scotland
Scottish House Condition Survey shows that 33% of homes in the Western Isles were built
before 1945, and with 10% of home having and energy efficiency rating of F or G, this shows
the need to look at new heating and renewable systems as well as the insulation within the
property.
Provide advice to householders on grants available for heating systems and renewable
energy.
Build a relationship with the Home Energy Scotland local officer to make referrals to this
officer.
Keep a record of all the names referred and also where possible request further information
to see if they were successful in receiving a grant or installing a new system themselves.

Headline achievements
















1 full time post created
138 home visits
Over 1000 LED lights installed
18.40 tons of carbon saved from home visit advice and installation of LEDs
144 completed energy efficiency measure installed
43 major installations referred directly from the project
Total carbon saved by insulation measures:- 2,889
2,124 kWh reduction and 0.8 tons of CO2e for the 6 houses alone
Debt of £1,640.33 cleared
9 Warm Home Discount applications submitted, totalling £980, and 2 appliances
Promotional films made
Secure IT database infrastructure established
Successful CCF application for the Galson and Carloway estates
Total CO2 saved 2,907.4 tonnes
Finally, because of CCF funding PSDT have agreed a 4 year funding to cement Point
and Sandwick as the first LED community
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Activities
The project first installed up to 14 LED bulbs to replace older
lighting in homes, which joined the project in order to reduce fuel
poverty. Up to 70% of houses received an energy survey, which
demonstrated fabric options for TIG to further lever in funding for
insulation measures. These measures included internal or room
in roof insulation for eligible households – a must for detached
stone built homes in remote, rural areas off-gas grid. A thermal
image survey was conducted whenever weather conditions
permitted. Advice and support for fuel debt issues was carried
out, through project funding from some utility companies. TIG’s
energy advice section also helped ensure advice and guidance
was given, as well as exploring other schemes such as fuel debt
relief, appliances schemes, or warm homes discount, when available.
We promoted the project by saying the following:
Advise residents on how to save money on their fuel bills
Install LED lights
Educate residents on energy efficiency
Reduce the high level of fuel poverty
Examine options for saving energy in the home
Undertake Energy Performance Certificated (EPCs) in 140 homes
Install relevant and appropriate measures in the home
A promotional flyer was developed (see appendix 1), which gave a summary and contact
details for the manager, pictured above carrying out an energy performance certificate
survey.
The manager put his IT skills to good use by designing and building a secure online
database to allow for easy access to records whatever the location. During the last quarter
we invested Climate Challenge Fund support into IT infrastructure to secure this data and
allow for backups.
Some of the data collected for each record will is as follows:help given, 1st contact, referred by, no of visits, council tax band, no. in household, age
oldest occupant, AWG eligible, entitlements (benefits), tenure, house type, main build type,
main fuel, other fuel types, no of bedrooms, thermography, EPC status, EPC lodged, EPC
measures, EPC rating (pre), EPC rating (post), date of referral, referral to, status of main
referral, measures recommended, annual CO2 savings (t), annual cost savings (£), lifetime
CO2 savings (t), lifetime cost savings (£), yearly fuel bills, meter readings, date/s meter
reads taken, bulbs replaced, wattage replaced, bulbs issued, wattage issued, wattage
savings, bulbs still required, disclaimer, publicity, identified health issues, exacerbated by
house condition, client feedback, notes.
Most of the data is was collected by the EPC survey itself, however, there are a few
questions which were required to be answered by the householder without being too onus.
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Referral mechanism setup
The project manager contacted a number of agencies to arrange meetings with them. He
first met with Hannah Knight (Training and Assessment Manager, Western Isles Community
Care Forum), Roddy Nicolson, (Development Manager, Western Isles Citizens Advice
Service), Jane Ballantyne, (Tenant Participation Assistant with the Tenant Participation
Advisory Service (TPAS)) and Donald Morrison, (Liaison officer, Changeworks).
LED Community savings and findings
Whilst we developed LED lighting comparison sheets (see appendix 2) our Development
officer preferred to see actual real life examples, from comparing electricity bills against
similar types of property and occupation. Although we tried to show reductions for different
house sizes / nos. of occupants, the results varied. We found that the greatest variable is the
no. of bulbs which are required in a room/s and how often the room is occupied. For
instance, a living room and kitchen, in one of the examples, are used at least 8 hours daily
and have 14 bulbs fitted, whilst another had only 4 fitted, albeit for the same length of time.
For the purposes of demonstrating project success we are focusing on the results from six
actual households. The six homes are of different sizes, ranging from 2 to 4 bedrooms, and
have 1 or 2 occupants. The homes are located in very rural, rural, and town areas and were
in Sandwick, Portnaguran, Sheshader, Aird and Stornoway. Heating requirements in the
homes are met via electric heating including storage and heating oil.
We used free LED lighting as the ‘hook’ to encourage households to join the project. This
proved immensely successful, with immediate energy savings that ‘people can see’, with a
better quality of light over traditional energy saving lighting. One major finding of our project
is that, despite massive promotion by energy suppliers, compact fluorescent lighting has less
than 50% take up in homes in the Western Isles.
Given lighting is a major use of energy, with households using it for 9 hours or more,
promotion of the use of LED garnered an immediate carbon saving. We installed around 14
bulbs in the most used fittings in each home. So, if a light fitting had 6 bulbs but was used
often, then all six were replaced rather than 2 in each room. We tried to correlate the
persons movement in the home to energy savings, rather than a flat building model, so that
energy savings followed the person. Given household use of energy is now linked to
consumption via a wide range of appliances, we feel this model better reflects potential
savings for future project development.
Lighting savings
We installed 84 LED lights in the 6 properties. These replaced:-
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-

49 incandescent
11 halogen
23 CFL’s

Energy capacity of previous lighting was 3,908 kW. Replaced lighting capacity was 562. This
led to an 85% decrease in any potential lighting consumption. Consumption was recorded
between August and January for 3 months per house so demonstrate different lighting
seasonal requirements overall. In terms of actual consumption in the 6 properties, meter
recordings show:
-

prior to installation 23,492
post 21,368

This leads 2,124 kWh reduction and 0.8 tons of CO2e for the 6 houses alone.
Lessons learned
-

compact fluorescent lighting has less than 50% take up in homes;
free LED lighting works as a great ‘hook’ to encourage households to join energy
efficiency projects;
LED lighting conversion saves 85% energy and carbon;
personal based efficiency projects should ‘follow the person, not the property’ given
the number of appliances (i.e. laptops, tablets, TV’s often on at the same time).

Statistics gleaned from the new database
The total number of visits completed was 138 visits, and 28 revisits
The areas visited were: Point = 81, Sandwick = 18, Stornoway = 7, Melbost = 4
27% of those visited received entitlements.
Income levels were recorded with the following bandings with the numbers against each:7501-16500 = 43, 16501-23000 = 24, 23001-30000 = 18, 30001-35500 = 9, 35501-45500 =
4, over 45501 = 3, not recorded = 37

Household Income (£)
7501-16500
16501-23000

27%

31%

23001-30000
30001-35500

2%
3%

35501-45500
7%
13%

17%

Over 45501
Not recorded

OO = 114, SH = 13, PR = 9, other = 2
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Household Tenancy
1%
9%
7%

Owner Occupied
Private Rented
Social Housing
83%

Other

DB = 105, DH = 12, ET = 4, MT = 5, SDB = 8, SDH = 4
Block/brick filled cavity = 20, Block/brick unfilled cavity = 17, Concrete = 21, Other = 3,
Stone = 58, Timber frame = 19

House Build
2%
14%

Block/Brick Filled
Cavity
15%
12%

42%

15%

Block/Brick Unfilled
Cavity
Poured Concrete
Stone
Timber Frame

61% of home surveyed had a mixtures of fabrics, i.e. usually older stone built with cavity or
timber framed extensions
Air source = 9%, Electric = 11%, THTC = 22%, LPG = 2%, No central heating = 1%, Oil =
52%, Solid fuel = 3%
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Household Heating Type
3%

1%

Air Source
9%

Electric
11%

THTC
LPG

52%

22%

Oil
Solid Fuel

2%

No Central Heating

28 homes had fitted a wood burning or multi-fuel stove to replace a previously open fire.
15% of homes still had an open fire present.
The average energy rating of houses in the area pre insulation work is F. The potential
average energy rating is A, if all recommendations are taken up. For the houses that
received measures, it brought energy ratings up by at least 2 ratings on average.
SSE have 81% of the market share. The biggest competitor British Gas and NPower, both
with 4% market share.
77% of householders pay by direct debit. 9% are on prepayment meters.
1068 bulbs were installed since April.
Average total energy costs per house visited p/a:
£1,813.10
Fuel Poverty
Fuel poverty = 48% (spending 10% or more of their income on energy costs)
Based on 79 homes where income and energy cost data has been collected from the
householder.
Confirmed client financial gains (CFGs)
Successful debt relief total through priority assistance applications: £2,570.48 (£930.15)
Warm Home Discounts applications submitted £980
From the bulbs replaced:- Incandescent: 53%; CFLs: 33%; Halogens 13%
81% saved on lighting bills
10 – 14 bulbs are installed in each home
We are currently stocking 19 different bulb types.
To support the IT data infrastructure we also purchased access to the electoral roll, which
helped us produce village profiles. We also subscribed to Smart Surveys to conduct
householder and client satisfaction surveys.

Publicity and tracking electrical usage/savings
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Another promotional photo of the manager was taken in August whilst visiting a client in the
district. The client, namely, Murdo Macleod, has agreed to compare his electricity usage with
the same time last year to see how much of a saving his has made on his lighting bills. His
lifestyle and heating regime will stay the same. We will visit Mr. Macleod again in September
2017.

(pictured with the project manager is Mr. Macleod)

LED energy community short film
TIG have produced a promotional short film, which explains what our project does, so that
anyone watching can find out how it will make a difference to their home energy
consumption and levels of carbon emissions. The film makes clear that by installing LED
lighting, a householder can make an instant saving, and the project manager goes on to
explain the further measures that a householder can potentially receive. The film has been
shown at community events, as part of the public awareness campaign, to maintain interest
and support for the project. The film also demonstrates case studies of real Point and
Sandwick residents explaining what the energy saving has meant to them. The project itself
has generated tremendous interest within the community, and take up has been very high,
not least through the ‘hook’ of free LED lighting and referrals for other energy saving
measures. Despite the already high awareness of the project, the film has helped maintain
the interest and ensures a steady stream of home visits. We have now placed the video onto
a new Tighean Innse Gall YouTube video channel, which we will start publicizing, with our
new website from the summer.
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Promotional materials and marketing
An 8-page leaflet was designed. This will be particularly invaluable to the promotion of the
project going forward. The CCF branding will be included to strengthen our commitment to
reduce CO₂ and improve energy efficiency in so many homes in the area. The leaflet
contains some statistics and photos of householders who have benefitted from the project
over the past year, which is so important to gain further interest. We also purchased pens
and LED torch keyrings to further entice households to sign up.
Below are some of the imagery from the leaflet:-
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Website
In January we met with Judy Macdonald, the website designer for the PSDT website, who
later developed a page for the project along with extracts from press releases. The page can
be visited at http://www.pointandsandwick.co.uk/tighean-innse-gall
Community shows
On Saturday 16th July the manager had a stand at the Point agricultural show. Although the
weather was a disappointment, a lot of interest was shown in the project by attendees with
30 new signups. The Point show brochure handed out prior and during the show was used
to further promote the project.
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A Point resident signs up to the project

A short break in the rain gave some welcome heat

Other work completed whilst visiting homes
The manager has carried out lots of additional work for clients including tariff switching,
applying for the warm home discount for eligible householders as well as dealing with a fuel
debt and appliance scheme applications. The project helped householders make successful
applications to priority assistance schemes with debts of £1,640.33 cleared. In the first case,
the client had been in frequent contact with the Hydro, and had been paying them £80p/m,
but had failed to receive a bill from them since changing supplier in 2013, which gathered a
debt.
Client Financial Gain (CFG)
2 clients have been assisted with white goods through the Eon Energy Fund. A third
application has recently been submitted and we are awaiting the result. We also submitted 7
applications to the Warm Home Discounts scheme, totalling £980 in monetary terms.
Meetings
The project was invited to the Urras Oighreachd Ghabhsainn board meeting in December
2016 to give a presentation on the LED Energy Community project. Although the members
had followed, with interest, the project to date, the manager gave a more detailed overview
of the type of work the project was doing in the Point and Sandwick area. The manager and
supporting officer had been approached and meet with Urras Oighreachd Ghabhsainn and
Urras Oighreachd Charlabhaigh previously about doing a similar project. The supporting
officer successfully completed an application to CCF, which was successful!
Community Hall and Churches
We were encouraged to find that the advice we offered the church gave a huge improvement
in their poor and less efficient lighting. We have referred the community hall work on to
relevant parties, and we will continue to assist them in getting a more efficient community
hall.
Switching capacity
With an approximate SSE market share of 81%, the manager, along with others from TIG,
arranged a conference call to see if we could set up a local switching service to allow local
householders to gain better deals on their energy bills. This was with a company called
Energylinx, one of twelve nation-wide Ofgem-accredited price comparison sites. Discussions
went well, and with agreement with our local authority and partner, PSDT, we hope to have
our own white-labelled switching site setup at the end of April. This will be a great
achievement, and one that will encourage householders to get a better deal, understand
their usage more clearly and help reduce energy consumption and fuel poverty levels.
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SSE roadshow
In partnership with the Western Isles Council, Hebridean Housing Partnership, Citizens
Advice and Tighean Innse Gall, SSE hosted 9 heating tariff advice sessions throughout
various venues and locations throughout the Isles. Householders were invited to come along
to discuss their energy requirements, and understand the main concerns about your electric
only heating systems. An additional session was requested by the project manager, who
attended a two hour event in the Ionad Stoodie community hall (Point) in February. It was
encouraging to see so many householders attend this session, which allowed me to also
gain more project referrals and offer energy advice.
School Workshops
Tighean Innse Gall will commence school workshops during the last week of April. The
manager will assist in the development of the presentation and format of some of the
workshops. The workshops would comprise of a small presentation, teaching the children
about building materials and their insulation properties, climate, energy use and renewable
energy. This would be followed by several workshops where the children will be put into
small groups to give everyone an opportunity to get involved, for example making their own
wind turbine as well as looking into the benefits of insulation and how their behaviour when
there are in a building could help conserve energy. With the lightbox we will be able to
demonstrate the different types of existing bulbs and wattages with their LED equivalents
and in doing so be able to show the potential savings. This will give the audience an
opportunity to see that less wattage does not mean less light.
CCF Gathering
After responding to a registration request in September, both the project manager and
supporting officer attended the CCF gathering at Dynamic Earth in Edinburgh on 4 October
2016. The day was thoroughly enjoyable with particular highlights being the storytelling at
the beginning (which we may adopt ourselves for the schools programme), and also George
Marshall, Director of Projects at Climate Outreach who talked about the psychology of
climate change. It was also welcoming to hear the extension of CCF funding for another
year, announced by Cabinet Secretary for Environment, Climate Change and Land Reform,
Roseanna Cunningham MSP.
EPC Audit
During the course of the project, the manager successfully passed two audits on properties
visited in the area.
In-kind Resource
As reported TIG contracted Amy Kapherr-Diament to the project for 3 months. Although this
is only for 2½ days per week, the officer assisted the project by gathering some additional
statistical data, particularly for this final project report, as well as working with the designer
with the new 8-page promotional leaflet.
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Outcomes
LED Energy Community began in May 2016 when a project manager, Iain (Dan) Morrison
was appointed.
Being delivered on behalf of Point & Sandwick Development Trust the project aimed to
reduce energy consumption and cut bills by taking action on a number of energy efficiency
fronts. The manager provided advice on fuel poverty, carbon reduction and energy
efficiency, principally through an energy home visit service for people throughout the Point &
Sandwick area of the Western Isles. Working as part of the TIG team the manager supplied
and installed free LED bulbs, undertook Energy Performance (EPC) surveys and provided
EPC’s data to generate much needed statistical data for all participating households. In
addition the project manager offered tariff and heating advice; billing enquiries advice; and
information on funding for insulation measures, while also referring clients onto relevant
organisations. The manager was required to set up, manage and monitor an effective
database and report regularly to management and funders.
One of the first steps began by visiting registered households to issue and install a set of
LED lights, a move that will hopefully see Point and Sandwick become the first ‘LED
community in the UK’. Installation of LED lights can save households up to £100 a year, and
so far have installed over 1000 bulbs.
The project also involved having an Energy Performance Certificate done on most houses
visited. The Point and Sandwick area suffers from high levels of fuel poverty. At the same
time, we were encouraged to utilize the use of our thermal camera on homes which suffered
excess heat loss and draughts. Residents were then advised on ways to save energy and
money off their bills. The survey also helped establish what energy improvement measures
could be installed. Following referrals from the project manager, 43 major insulation
measures were installed.
At the beginning of the project, Angus McCormack, chairman of Point and Sandwick Trust,
said: “This is a key project for PST since it is aimed at the residents of Point and Sandwick
directly and it will have a significant effect on energy consumption and bills.
“We are delighted to be working in close partnership with Tighean Innse Gall on this exciting
project. If this year proves a success, then we are committed to providing year an additional
4 years funding, so that every house in Point and Sandwick will be visited and bespoke
advice given to householders.
“We aim to make Point and Sandwick the first LED community in the UK by issuing and
installing a set of LED lights to every household, and the end result will be a significant
saving of over £100 per annum, for every household in our area. This will lead to a
significant carbon saving by the community.
“The project will prepare a complete compilation of every household in Point and Sandwick
and its current and future energy needs.
“Thermal imaging will be used to show heat loss for every house and recommendations
made on how to minimise the loss and save on fuel bills.”
He added: “A great deal will be learned from this project that will have significant implications
for the rest of the UK. Never before will such a detailed set of energy related information on
a community ever have been collected, and we are delighted that Point and Sandwick Trust,
along with our Partners Tighean Innse Gall and Climate Challenge Fund are going to make it
possible.”
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Donald Nicholson, chairman of Tighean Innse Gall, said: “This project demonstrates to the
world what can be done by communities to make themselves more energy efficient — it’s a
win win for householders in Point and Sandwick: lower bills and warmer homes.
“In the battle against climate change Point and Sandwick Development Trust have led the
way by engaging with Tighean Innse Gall and their residents, demonstrating exactly what
can be done.
Prior to the project starting administration staff at Tighean Innse Gall took a number of
enquiries from householders in the Point and Sandwick area who, by word of mouth, heard
about the new project and wanted to be the first to register themselves for a visit. Initially a
record of enquiries was recorded by spreadsheet, with a view to having a more detailed
databank developed.
The manager began by giving presentations to both the PSDT and TIG boards and held
meetings with the Strategic Manager of the local Citizens Advice Bureau and a telephone
conversation with the Development Manager for our local housing association, Hebridean
Housing Partnership. The officer also met with the local Home Energy Scotland officer and
had a stand alongside them at July’s Point show.
One of the main strands of work associated with the project was the completion of home
visits. Energy efficiency measures were installed into 43 homes (at the time of writing) with
further works still outstanding and this has been broken down in the previous section.
Our close partnership with other groups and organisations proved very useful, particularly
whilst making referrals for energy efficiency measures. Organisations such CAB,
Community Care Forum, CNES and HHP. Our partnership with our local ESSAC
representative also proved successful as we were able to support one another in a range of
activities including forum meetings, and the annual summer gala show.
Whilst carrying out our home visits we completed a householder questionnaire. If internet
access was available the householder survey was completed electronically via the use of a
Smart Survey. We found that completing a survey sheet whilst in the property ensured
accuracy.
144 energy efficient measures were installed in the area over the course of the project,
which is great news. This included installs of internal wall and room in roof insulation, loft
top-up insulation, underfloor insulation, draught-proofing and chimney balloons. It was also
beneficial that the insulation installers carrying out the insulation work were based in the
Tighean Innse Gall office, which ensured an easier route for referrals. But most importantly,
the householder themselves have benefitted from the measures with homes staying warmer
for longer, meaning less demand on heating and the lowering of CO².
During all enquiries, project staff would assist or relay energy saving information routinely as
part of the enquiry. This included the issuing of leaflets, verbal information, as well as
directing clients to appropriate websites for additional information / assistance.
As reported, the purchase of temperature log tags were installed in homes to monitor heat
loss times and the range in temperatures across different rooms. 10 energy monitors were
purchased also. After energy advice had been given and referrals made, we recommended
that clients calculate the difference in energy use before and after our visit and feed this
back to us. Again, although responses were low, when speaking to the customers
afterwards, they would agree that the advice and /or measures installed had made a
difference. Given the winter period is continuing data is still being collected.
Although customer enquiries were recorded on a spreadsheet initially, the project officer
soon developed a more streamlined web-based recording system. This was built using PHP
and records were saved, retrieved and edited from a MYSQL database. This allowed us to
simplify reporting and filtering of records, and was less prone to breakdowns and data loss
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often associated with multiple user spreadsheet files. With the new secure database
infrastructure we will collate all of this winter data and reports will be available at a later date.
Energy efficiency measures installed (in addition to lighting)
One of the main outcomes of the project was to refer as many households visited on for
energy efficient measures via Tighean Innse Gall insulation section or Warm Homes
Scotland support. We do not have figures for successful installs via Warm Homes Scotland.
However, our target of referrals for energy efficiency measures of 40 was met, as we
successfully referred homes for 43 major measures.
The measures included Internal Wall Insulation, Room in Roof, EWI external wall insulation,
and loft top up. These 43 confirmed energy efficiency measures were installed through the
EPC data provided by the LED Communities Project.
Carbon savings made by these measures considerably exceeded our targets. We are very
proud to report back that the following savings were made, as a direct consequence of this
project:
Measures

Tons of co2e saved (lifetime of measure)

20 Internal Wall Insulation
19 Room in Roof
2 External Wall Insulation
2 Loft additional top up

582
2,164
140
3

Total carbon saved by measures

2,889

In addition to these measures there were many more installs completed by Tighean Innse
Gall's insulation section. These included:
underfloor insulation
chimney balloons
radiator panels
new loft
draught proofing
cavity wall insulation
In total, 144 measures were installed throughout
the project, many of which were directly referred
on from the project.
A full breakdown of this is given in appendix 3, removing client name and addresses, as
required for DPA.
Additional HEEPS funding
Due to additional HEEPS applications submitted to the Scottish Government, our local
authority approved £0.8m to carry out more energy efficiency installs. This enabled more
homes in the area to have installs carried out, allowing the project to more than hit its CO₂
targets.
Example of benefits of energy efficiency measures and LEDs
Due to the completion of the householder survey, we were able to gauge whether the
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occupant/s were willing to be involved in publicity and permission was sought from all
householders before using their details for statistically purposes. Therefore a number of
householders were happy to engage in publicity. One such householder was Mr. Rapley of
Portnaguran who struggled to keep warm and affordable at the same time. Mr Rapley
benefitted from EWI, RIR insulation and had all his bulbs replaced to LEDs. Mr Rapley,
through his own calculations, worked out that he previously spent 18% of his income on
fuel costs, almost double fuel poverty levels. However, having had his home transformed
through the insulation measures and lighting installed he now only spends 9% of his
income on fuel costs. This was a great news story as it had brought Mr Rapley out of fuel
poverty. Subsequently, Mr Rapley appeared on our promotional film, which can now be
viewed on the TIG YouTube channel.
Mr Rapley sent an e-mail afterwards by saying:“I finally got down to picking the bones out of my power supply bills (see attached), and it’s
been a bit of a revelation! Annual THTC units consumed are much reduced but, in reality,
the largest part of that coincides with the introduction of a multi-fuel stove. Increased tariff
charges have impacted on the overall cost savings, as has the added cost of fuel for the
stove.
The most noticeable benefits of the insulation measures have been in going from an average
room temperature of 15 – 16 degrees C, to a consistent 18 – 20 degrees in the living areas,
and knowing that the majority of whatever heat I inject into the place will be retained.
I look forward now to making further savings with the LED bulbs you installed and look
forward to seeing what these might be.”
Please find below a comparison table pre and post install:-

Home visit CO2 targets
Home visits were an essential component of the project, as advice given was bespoke to the
householder, and it gave the opportunity to ensure further support could be levered in. The
home visits also gave the opportunity to discuss personal habits and the individual’s use of
energy. Given we started the project a month later than anticipated, we did achieve 138
visits, only 2 shy of the overall target.
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This major achievement also meant that the installation of LED bulbs, funded by Point and
Sandwick Development Trust, produced an instant 85% saving of carbon and energy from
lighting in every household. This overtook savings from advising people to turn off lights
(essentially dwarfing them) so our focus remained on that. This was supported as evidence
showed most people in Point and Sandwick had more than 50% lights with 60-100 watt
incandescent bulbs in the highest used light fittings replaced by 6-10 watt LED bulbs.
However, we did advise people to turn off lights not being used, as well as televisions. Also,
given energy use on appliances in the home increasingly includes laptops and pc’s, we also
advised householders to only use one or the other. Given our six houses case study shows
0.8 tons of carbon saved by our replacement LED lighting, and further advice given on using
appliances more effectively, we have saved 18.40 tons of carbon. This is almost twice the
original application target saved by home visits and lighting replacement.
Actuals against targets set
To evidence the project activity and monitoring and evaluation schedule the actuals against
the targets are shown in the table below.
April 2016 – March 2017

Reduction in CO2 emission by around 2,805 tonnes (lifetime)
by installing 40 energy efficiency measures, in homes, within
the areas, including room in roof, internal wall and loft
insulation etc.

Target

Actual

140

138

Although we are 2 off the target of 140, the project work began a month later than
scheduled, in May 2016.
Saving 10.5tonnes of carbon through behavioural change.

138

138

The project successfully advised and provided information to all householders on ways
they could use less energy around the home from turning off unnecessary lights to
watching 3hrs less TV per week. Householders were always happy with the advice, which
made it easier for project staff to deliver.
Reduce fuel poverty in 100 homes through energy home visits.

100

138

By providing all homes with LED bulbs instantly gives cost savings which reduces fuel
poverty. However, the main strand of work that made a large dent in fuel poverty rates
was the fitting of energy efficiency measures. Most measures installed gave considerable
savings to homes, and also made householders more comfortable. An example given in
this report details one such example of the benefits of this work, bringing the client out of
fuel poverty altogether.
Reduce lighting costs by 20% in 140 homes within the trust
area through delivery of LED lights to all home receiving a
home visit.

20%

85%

Given lighting is a major use of energy, with households using it for 9 hours or more,
promotion of the use of LED garnered an immediate carbon saving. We installed around
14 bulbs in the most used fittings in each home. We were very surprised by the proportion
of incandescent bulbs still being used in the local area.
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Informing 200 people within the community about energy
efficiency and carbon saving, thus resulting in a CO₂ decrease.
Householders will receive information that they can take home
with them and utilise it to reduce carbon emissions.

200

224

During the course of the year a number of events were attended where information was
shared by those in the community. The Point show, for example, gave us the ability to
capture referrals, but at the same time distribute energy saving literature and advice. We
were also fortunate to have contacts for the Young At Heart club and Cairdean Og Allt
Nan Gall groups, Ionad Stoodie and Tiumpan head community association groups. We
also shared events with SSE to complete a roadshow at the beginning of the year. We
were also asked to attend and give presentations on the project at events out-with the
Point and Sandwick area, but figures for this were not recorded. Therefore, although we
have hit the target set, it is likely that a lot more people were informed about energy
efficiency and carbon saving.
Referring 30 clients onto Home Energy Scotland.

30

39

31 referrals have been made to Home Energy Scotland, by telephone, regarding heating
grants with a further 8 renewable referrals. This brings the total to 39 referrals. The project
remained in contact regular contact with Donald Morrison our local Home Energy and
Partnership Liaison Officer. We also attended the quarterly Outer Hebrides Energy
Efficiency & Advisory forum, organised by the liaison officer.

Learning & Reflection
Often it can be viewed as a positive thing when a project starts with pace, and although we
agree with this in part, we did find that opportunities for a little more planning and scheduling
at the initial stages would have been beneficial. For example, whilst taking some of our first
enquiries we found that we were not capturing the desired data that we needed to. This
meant additional work re-contacting clients. One of the main aims of the project was the
bespoke energy advice we gave clients in their own homes, through our energy home visits.
It was important that we realised the importance of compiling a suitable survey sheet, which
we drafted numerous times before finalisation. We also quickly realised the importance of
recording enquiries electronically as this made it easier to track and filter, particularly whilst
enquiries were coming in “thick and fast”. Although spreadsheets were used at the beginning
we found that sharing spreadsheets were not the best way of record keeping and the officer
built an intranet-based database tool, which has proved invaluable.
We were a project privileged to have had a very supportive director and TIG team to assist
with answering questions and gaining their general feedback on what was good, and not so
good. This support aided us to deliver the project more successfully, hence reaching and
exceeding project targets. This gave us the confidence of being left to work, without so
much support from our Climate Challenge Fund Development Officer. However, on saying
that, it was a pleasure and an encouragement to have a visit from Davina Bright during the
project.
Good partnership working between organisations and agencies, our local communities and
groups reminded us that it is key to the delivery of a successful. We have learnt that regular
contact and communication between partners is important and we ensured this was
delivered through meetings, events, by telephone and e-mail. Our attendance at events
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organised by partners, even though the subject matter might not be always directly related to
our work, showed our commitment and support to their work.
As was the case with a previous project, one aspect that we considered would be a barrier in
the delivery was the discussions around global warming and climate change. Due to the
predominately older population that were being targeted by the project, we felt that talking
about the subject of climate change might be a bit challenging, however, this was not the
case and people tended to engage and adopt the damage that CO₂ was doing to our
environment and the impact it was having on our random and varied weather patterns.
We have already reported about the difficulty we faced with the comparisons on electricity
bills before and after the use of the installation of logtags and energy monitors. Also, the
customer found it difficult to find the required bills when asked. Although we have met the
target, feedback and energy saving evidence on the basis of creating a suitable comparison
report could not be given. We have learnt that to realistically view savings year-on-year,
after the benefit of i.e. an energy advice visit, then we would have to be a named person on
the customer’s account. We have often had to do this when querying or dealing with the
customer’s utility company by telephone and the process is simple enough, but is required to
be done in the customer’s home.
One of the targets that proved the most difficult to reach was our home energy visit. It was
not the fact that we were not receiving enough from enquiries, but more the demand they
had on the manager’s time. Sometimes, due to the nature of scheduling, some people are
not in their homes when you want to, or would not be in when the officer visited them, so
visits had to be scheduled for other times. Also, often, a lot of work was required to be done
after the visit itself, for example the input to database; referrals, contacting utility companies,
and making calculations and the electronic lodging of EPCs. Despite this we completed 138
visits, only 2 less than the actual target.
Further lessons learnt from home visits
- compact fluorescent lighting has less than 50% take up in homes;
- free LED lighting works as a great ‘hook’ to encourage households to join energy
efficiency projects;
- LED lighting conversion saves 85% energy and carbon;
- personal based efficiency projects should ‘follow the person, not the property’ given
the number of appliances (i.e. laptops, tablets, TV’s often on at the same time).

Finance & Administration
The project began by recruiting one full time manager. An advert for the posts was placed
on both the TIG and PSDT websites and at local community advertising boards.
The project also established the data which we needed to capture in terms of fulfilling a
satisfactory client recording system, and also in tracking our activities to meet with the
application’s targets and month-to-month schedule. Both initially were compiled on a
spreadsheet, but later moved to a secure IT database for customer records. Although a few
fields were later added to the customer database, there wasn’t too many to track back on.
Not all enquiries required the same quantity of data to be collected, for example, a telephone
enquiry related to LED bulbs did not necessarily require us to complete the fields for meter
readings or house build type. However, we soon got into a good habit of recording as much
as we could for enquiries including name, address, telephone numbers, date of birth, house
type, tenure, build type, benefits, income, annual fuel costs, etc. Customer records were
given unique IDs, so that they could be easily traceable, retrieved and edited for future
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changes. The most important field in our database is the notes field as this detailed the
information around each enquiry and showed the customer journey from start to finish. This
improved our administration skills and helped us realise the importance of recording all
aspects related to a customer’s enquiry. This also helped us easier establish energy and
carbon savings for reporting purposes.
During the first week of the project the officer sat with the finance manager to remind
ourselves on the allocation across budget headings and what we had set out in the monthby-month project expenditure table. We both felt that submitting monthly claims would be
too onerous on our time and it was approved to have our claims submitted every quarter
rather than monthly.
We successfully submitted our first claim to CCF in September 2016, a little later than we
first envisaged. We found the claim process across the course of the project to be fair, and
although we were sometimes late in submitting claims, our development officer was always
there to offer their assistance and guidance, which was great.
The manager intimated in November’s report that most of our project expenditure would be
utilised in the final quarter and claim. This was due to us being hopeful that the project would
attract additional funding. We have intentionally been slow to release promotional material
(i.e. leaflets) as referrals for the year 1 were easy sought and we wanted to use actual
examples of work, from the area, in our literature, which will take time due to the type of work
we are doing.
Legacy
A good legacy for the CCF funding, is that funding has been confirmed for a further 4 years
via PSDT due to the success of year 1. We are delighted that the project has now turned
into a 5 year project.
The additional legacy of CCF funding is that it has been used towards the end of the first
year to promote all future years and in doing so we will be able to utilise the CCF brand in all
future years.
As we also intimated previously, a considerable amount of our funds was set aside to
purchase Streamline software to enable us to gain valuable statistics and a full breakdown
on our area-based EPC survey data. This has been invaluable to the project and may enable
us to receive additional funding through the installation of energy efficiency measures.
Amy, our part-time, in-kind officer, who has been assisting the project since March has
utilised the training funds, having now received EPC training in March.
Supporting information
The following is provided immediately after this report (in addition to the YouTube channel)
 LED lighting comparison sheets
 carbon workouts and savings – sources and evidence sheet
 press releases
 all enquiries – this will be exported to a spreadsheet file and accompany this report
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Name of report authors and date it was finalised:
Dan Morrison – Project Officer – 21/04/2017

Output Grid – Please fill in only those outputs which relate to your project. More information
about all of these outputs can be provided in other sections of the report – these figures will
enable us to collate some overall impacts of the CCF.
How many advice / information centres – regular drop-in centre, advice surgery
etc. - is your project running?

2

How many training sessions where skills and / or information were passed on
– e.g. composting training, cooking workshops, etc. – has your project has held.

4

How many events did your project hold, e.g. information fairs, open days, etc.? Do
not include events held by other organisations which you have attended.

1

How many staff, volunteers or community members have achieved qualifications
through the project – e.g. City & Guilds Energy Awareness, Trail Cycle Leader, etc.

2

How many people were directly employed by your project? Tell us the full-time
equivalent (FTE) number of employees (e.g. 3 days per week = 0.6 FTE).

1

Is the project is supporting the development of any long-term jobs which are not
dependent of CCF Funding? How many?

2

How many people are actively involved in your project – attending groups &
workshops, using the project facilities etc.?

224

How many people volunteer their time and energy to keeping the project going –
don’t forget the members of your management committee or board.

20

How many schools are involved in your project?

1

How many community-owned buildings have been refurbished?

2

How many Home Energy Checks or similar energy efficiency reports have
been carried out by your project?

224

How many households have been referred on to other agencies or providers
(e.g. HES, Green Deal assessor) for further action?

177
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How many households installed energy efficiency measures – loft, wall or floor
insulation, draft-proofing, double glazing etc. – as a result of your project?

144

How many households installed green energy generation measures –
photovoltaic panels, solar thermal panels, air or ground source heat pumps, wood
fuelled heating systems etc. – as a result of your project?

No info
back
from
HES

How many miles of car journeys have been reduced through the activities of
your project?

none

How many square metres (m2) of community growing space (allotments, polytunnels, raised beds, community gardens) has your project brought into use?

x

How many tonnes of waste have been diverted from landfill because of the
activities of your project?

x
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